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Outline 

•  Why do we use Technology? 
•  A case study: Biochemistry 
•  What challenges do we face? 
•  How can we make tech impactful? 
•  Open Discussion 



The Traditional Lecture 
•  In Class: 

– Essentially PASSIVE 
– Consists of Listening  
 & Watching 

– Focus is on CONTENT 

•  At home: 
– Homework is ACTIVE 
– Focus is on SKILLS 
– No recourse in case  
 of difficulty 



Technology in the Classroom 

•  What does Technology promise? 
– Lighten the Burden 
– Better connection with “modern learners” 
– Better ways to convey information 

•  What does Technology often deliver? 
–  Incompatibilities, downtime, dependence on 3rd 

party sources 
– Students “left out of the loop” 
– Reinventing the wheel 



Too much! 



A Case Study: Biochemistry 

•  A “typical lecture course” 
•  Also a service course with 

great deal of outside 
standards: 
– MCAT 
– Nursing 
– GRE 

•  Cohort of ~50 students per 
section 



Tech for The Course 

•  Flipped Classroom Lectures 
•  Online Course Notes Site 
•  i>Clickers 
•  Online Assignments 
•  Online Surveys 
•  Database Learning Assignments 



Student Perspective 

•  The Tech needs to be: 
– Clearly Labeled  

•  My syllabus has statements such as “Go to http://blah.com to 
access the homework.  Detailed instructions can be found at 
http://blah.com/blah” 

– Accessible  
•  The tools we use need to be usable on Windows, Mac, iPhones, 

and Androids, at a minimum 

– ADA compliant 
– Worthwhile 
– Not overwhelming 



Time Management 

•  In Biochemistry, there are 15 topics to cover 
in 15 weeks, and none can be “left out” 

•  If technology is used, it must replace existing 
content, so impactful tech is a necessity 

•  Must not introduce new burdens 



In the Classroom: i>Clickers 

•  Allow feedback from all students 
•  Non-graded 

–  Grading them would introduce more work for 
little benefit! 

•  Used as participation points 
–  (right or wrong), removes burden of roll-call 

•  Types of Questions: 
–  Comprehension 
–  Application 
–  Comfort / Emotional State 
–  Controversial Subjects 



In the Classroom:  
Flipped Exercises 

•  Easy way to “test the waters” 
•  Short, 5-10 minute videos covering a single, 

specific topic 
•  Offer students guidance: “skeleton notes”, 

specific homework that focuses on video 
•  Devote class time to discussion and expansion 

of presented concepts in following lecture 



Technology Used 
•  Employed Youtube-hosted video Recitations 
•  Created using Screencast-O-matic (website 

and offline tool), Bamboo drawing stylus  



Video Recitations 

•  Videos walk through 
core concepts of the 
experiment 

•  Provide background 
principles and point 
out common errors 

•  Focused on providing 
material instructor 
might not have time to 
cover in lab 



Video Recitation Outcomes 
•  After initial  

period, student 
engagement at 
80+% 

•  Several students 
used their smart 
phones to review 
during class  

•  Repeated views, 
especially before 
assignments due 



Outcomes & Student Comments 

•  “Video tutorials were helpful & a good use of technology” 
•  “I liked that videos explained the labs in more detail” 
•  “Videos prepared us for lab” 

Watched Time in Fall 2012 Semester: 
283 minutes (57 unique views for an enrollment of 60) 



Outside the Classroom: 
Course Site 

•  Wordpress based 
(extensible and 
familiar to students) 

•  All notes and syllabi 
available 

•  Clear contact 
information 

•  Resources for further 
guidance 



Outside the Classroom: 
Course Site 

•  Wordpress: 
Mobile 
themes 
available 



Outside the Classroom: 
Sapling Learning 

•  Offers 
extensive 
interactivity 

•  Good “hints” 
system 

•  Personalized 
by “Tech TA” 



Outside the Classroom: 
Online Surveys 

•  Google Forms 
based 
–  Free 
–  Easy 

•  Speed up the 
cycle of feedback 

•  Given mid-
semester 

•  Discuss results 
with class, make 
real changes! 
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Outside the Classroom: 
Database Exercises 

•  Connecting 
students with 
real biochemical 
resources 

•  Prepares them 
for advanced 
studies 

•  Offers unique 
learning 
opportunities 

•  Don’t have to 
make the 
exercise yourself! 
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Challenges to  
Make Technology Impactful 

•  Questions to Ask Yourself: 
– “What will I cut from class to implement this?” 
– “How does this lead to more interaction or active 
skills mastery?” 

– “What evidence exists for this tech?” 

•  Things to Avoid: 
– The latest Fad 
– Doubling (or tripling!) your workload 
– Tech that doesn’t work for your style 



Open Discussion 

•  Starting Topics 
– What are other challenges of utilizing technology 

for education? 
– Are there class types or types of content where 

certain technologies are a bad fit? 
– How to adapt to teaching this way? 
– How do I keep the focus on the subject, and not 

get distracted by technology?  
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